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Once upon a time there were two researchers who had a theory that they kept in a jar. And one
night, while they were asleep, the-theory ran away. When they woke up, and found that they had
no theory anymore, they went out on a search ihto the Grove of Academe. ... They weren't sure
which one was the right theory, but they picked a lively one and hoped for the best. They went
back home to write a book.

Ruth Berman and Dan I. Slobin (199 4, p.643)

was fortunate to have Dan Slobin as one of my mentors. While he was never officially my advi-
sor, I took all the graduate courses Dan offered while I was at Berkeley and participated in many
informal intellectual gdtherings at his home in the Berkeley hills. Following the piactice of one

of his own mentors, Jerome Bruner, Dan used to invite the developmental students to his home for
lively discussions in connection with graduate seminars or visits by scholars from elsewhere-thus
giving us opportunities for- the "legitimate peripheral participationl' that graduate apprenticeship
requires. Since leaving Berkeley, I ve continued to be educated and intellectually stimulated bv hii
work and the intellectual sensibility informing it.

In all these contexts, Dan has valuably taught by example as well as instruction-the example of
a scholarly perspective that is wide-ranging, interdisciplinary imaginative, and open to newldeas
and at the same time solidly grounded, analytically acute, and theoretically and methodologically
rigorous. In a style captured by the quotation above, he has always encouraged us to follow theoreti-
cal and empirical puzzles where they take us, using theoretical models and research paradigms to
solve problems rather than being trapped by them.

In many respects, this is the kind of path I have followed in my own work on narrative. That
wasnt a prominent subject for me as a graduate student, but I stumbled over it later in the course
of pursuing other problems, and over the years I have become increasingly aware of the importance
of understanding narrative and its role in childrenb experience and developrnent. Of course, my
own interest in narrative has been part of a wider burst of narrative research in psychology, educa-
tion, and related fields. But I m convinced that some crucial dimensions of narrative have remained
insufficiently explored, and that part of the problem lies in the limitations of the theoretical and
methodological resources weve been using. So in the spirit of Dan Slobin, I will try to consider
where we stand in our pursuit of this elusive quarry and how we might ffnd more lively theories to
help us out.
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INTRODUCTION

Researchers have mainly conceptualized narratives as temporally and causally connected sequences

of events (e.g,, Nelson, 1996), but all of us know that narratives take on more meaning and become
more powerfully absorbing when they also include vivid, effective, and engaging depictions of char-
acters. Both children and adults are drawn into stories-as listeners, readers, and tellers-in large
part through their engagement and identification with characters. In his comprehensive overview
of narrative research, Toolan (2001, p. Bl) argued that "[c]haracter, and everything it entails in the
way of deep insight into the minds of imagined others, their uniqueness of motive and difference of
worldview, is often what most powerfully attracts readers to novels and stories" (cf. Culler, 1975, p.
230), Children's fascination with characters in narratives, which often includes imaginative identifi-
cation, has not escaped the notice of parents, teachers, and other adults who interact with them on
a regular basis. And the characters that interest children in stories read or told to them, or that they
see in TV cartoons and other forms of popular culture, help to shape their own representation and
use of characters in the narratives they compose and those they enact in pretend play.

These everyday observations have been conffrmed by richly detailed ethnographic studies of young
children ranging from ages 2 to 6 (e.g., Miller, Hoogstra, Mintz, Fung, & Williams, 1993; Rowe, 1998;

Wolf & Heath, 1992). In all these studies, children's imaginative engagement with characters in stories

that were read or told to them helped to draw children into the stories, deepened their involvement

and excitement, and facilitated a process of narrative appropriation, retellings, and pretend play re-

enactments in which they enhanced their linguistic, cognitive, and emotional skills. Identification with
characters in narratives seems to begin as early as 2 years and becomes even stronger by 4 or 5 years.

This picture is further corroborated by analyses of 3- to 5-year-old children who participated in
their preschool classrooms in a regular storytelling and story-acting practice initiated by the teacher/
researcher Vivian Paley (e.g,, Paley, 1986, 1988, 1990). Paleys ethnographic accounts as well as

research by others (e.g., Nicolopoulou, 1996, 1997b, 2002; Nicolopoulou & Richner, 2007; Nicolo-
poulou, Scales, &Weintraub, J-994; Richner & Nicolopoulou, 200I)have demonstrated that children
participate enthusiastically in this narrative practice; that it promotes their learning and develop-
ment in a range of dornains; and that the children use this narrative activity to explore themes that
concern them, to make sense of the world, and to help define important elements of their own identi-
ties. In constructing their narratives, the children draw characters and other elements from a wide
range of sources including fairy tales, children's books, and TV as well as the stories of other children
and their own everyday experiences. However, this is not a matter of simple imitation and passive
absorption, Children are selective in their choice of characters, often develop strong attachments to
certain characters or types of characters, and invest considerable effort in putting their own stamp
on the ways they use and portray these characters.

None of this may sound surprising. But despite the importance we all attribute to character and
its portrayal, it has received surprisinglylittle systematic attention in developmental research on nar-
rative. The present chapter argues that this puzzlingneglect ofcharacter representation in narrative
research is unfortunate and damaging, considers some current efforts to capture this dimension ofl
narrative, and begins to outline an approach that can help us take these efforts further and deeper.

The main focus will be on children's construction and use of characters in their own narratives, but
many of the issues addressed are also relevant to children's comprehension of and responses to the
narratives ofothers.

NARRATIVE RESEARCH AND CHARACTER

Developmental research on narrative has fourished during the past several decades, but relatively

little has focused directly on children's portrayal and use of characters. Part of the reason is tha
since the 1970s most of this research has been dominated by various types of formalist analysis--

that is, it tends to focus more or less exclusively on the formal structure of narratives and to neglec
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both their symbolic content and the ways that children use narrative for diverse modes of symbolic

action, not least in the construction of reality and identity (for a critical overview, see Nicolopoulou,

1997a). Thus, the analysis of plot structure and its development has predominated, and when atten-

tion has been paid to character representation, this has often emerged as a by-product ofresearch
focusing on plot structure.

Episodic Structure Analgsis and Characters as Intentional Agents

One important example of this subordination of character to plot is the extensive body of work on

the episodic structure of narratives. In particular, story grammar analysis (e.g., Stein, 1988) argues

that a well-formed story conforms to a particular type of episodic structure, organized around the

goal-directed activity of a main protagonist who reacts to an initiating event or state of lack and

attempts to change it. This conception of plot structure in effect highlights one aspect of the mental
life of characters, or at least the main character, namely goal-directedness or intentionality, whether
this is inferable from the plot or explicitly indicated in the story. Mostly in response to questions

raised by theory of mind research, some narrative researchers have therefore asked tohen children
actually begin to depict characters as having thoughts, beliefs, feelings, hopes, goals, intentions, and

plans that frame and motivate their goal-directed activity-in other words, when children begin to

portray characters as mental agents. The usual criterion is explicit mention or description of such

inner mental states, and on this basis narrative researchers broadly agree that children do not por-

tray characters as mental agents with much frequency until around 8 or 9 years of 
_"g- " 

(e.g., Berman

t-Slobin, 1994; Leondar,1977; Shapiro & Hudson, 1991; Stein, 1988; Stein &Albro, 1997). In a

typical finding, Stein (1988, p. 296) concluded that very{ew young children use narrative "to explore

inlernal stateJ, motivation, and thinking of their storyrcharacters." From this perspective, character

portrayals by younger children are analyzed less in their own terms than in terms of characteristics

that they do not (yet) possess.

A partial exception to this pattern can be found in some work by Stein, Trabasso, and associates

which suggests that children begin to represent the inner worlds of characters a bit earlier (e.g.,

Trabasso & Stein, 1994; Trabasso, Stein, Rodkin, Munger, & Baughn, f992), but this qualification
results mainly from the use of less demanding and more indirect criteria (see Nicolopoulou & Rich-
ner, 2007). And even indirectly, this analysis addresses only one aspect of characters' inner mental
life-namely, intentionality or goal-directed activity. When narrative researchers have looked for
explicit and richly developed portrayals of characters' inner mental life in children's narratives, they
have generally not found these with much frequency until middle childhood-that is, B-9 years.

However, there is a puzzling discrepancy between this prevailing consensus in narrative research

and the findings of an increasing body of research on young children's social understanding and their
theories of mind indicating that young children, even 4-year-olds, regularly ernploy a mentalistic

conception of the person, attributing to others mental states such as thoughts, beliefs, intentions,

desirei, and emotions that are used to explain and predict people's actions and interactions (see

Nicolopoulou & Richner, 2007).

Seeking Earlier Precursors to Mentalistic Character Portragals

As part of one effort to resolve or minimize this age discrepancy, Benson (1996, 1997) analyzed nar-

ratives by 4-,5-, and 6-year-olds looking for early precursors to a full-blown mentalistic conception

of the p"trotr. She found that even the youngest children included some references to characters'

internal states (e,g., sensations/perceptions, volitions, cognitions) and to psychological causation (e.g',

internal states used either as antecedents or consequents of actions and events). Similar results were

found by two studies from a different line of research that examined stories by English-speaking
(Bamberg & Damrad-Frye, 1991) and by Japanese- and Turkish-speaking (Ktintay and Nakamura,

2004) populations, respectively, to measure the frequencies with which narrators at different ages

included descriptions of characters'"frames of mind"-i.e., emotional states or leactions (e.g,, happy,
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sad, angry, scared) or other internal mental states (e.g., thinking, being interested in something).
Even sotne of the youngest children (5-year-olds in the first study and 4-year-olds in the second)
offered such descriptions in at least some of their stories, although the frequencies varied among
the difGrent populations, and between early childhood and adulthood the proportions of narra-
tive clauses describing characters' frames of mind generally tended to increase with age in all three
populations, but usually not in a linear fashion.

Although these results are suggestive in some respects, they do not yet provide a clear picture
of young childrens developing conceptions of mental agency or the ways that these are expressed in
construing and portraying characters. The types of internal states included in these studies were a
mixed bag, ranging from simple sensations and emotions to higher-order cognitions, thoughts, plans,
and complex feelings, and there was no systematic effort to draw distinctions between them. Also,
some of Benson's categories seem questionable as inner mental states (e.g., relationships and being
asleep or awake), and it is not clear how much these categories contributed to her overall results. Nor
have the aggregations ofthese various traits been integrated into coherent pictures ofhow children
at each age portray and relate the characters in their narratives. Only a more carefully delineated
and theoretically motivated typology of children s conceptions of the person would allow us to cap-
ture the full range of children's developing abilities and inclinations for character representation.

Character Representation and lts Deuelopment in Narratiue
Research: Summing Up and Looking Ahead

This overview has necessarily been brief, incomplete, and schematic. But it highlights some persis-
tent gaps and lirnitations in the treatment of character representation by most narrative research,
In accord with its predominantly formalist orientation, developmental research on narrative has
focused mostly on linguistic or plot structure and has paid relatively little systematic attention to the
narrative construction, understanding, and use4f characters by.children and adults. Some tenden-
cies that aPpear to be exceptions actually help to prove the rule, since they focus only on certain
traits of characters with a fairly direct bearing on plot structure, such as goals and intentions that
move the plot or characters'thoughts and feelings that express attitudes toward and evaluations of
events in the plot. Even in its own terms, this body of research has not been able to give us a clear,
coherent, and systematic developmental picture of when and how children portray characters as
mental agents-and has found it difffcult to overcome some perplexing discrlpancies between its
own findings and relevant ffndings from theory of mind research. And, take; in isolation, these
elements ofcharacter representation cannot fully capture the characters portrayed in narratives and
the changing emphases in children's narrative construction, delineation, and use of characters over
the course of development. The chiid's conception of the mind, as defined by this research and most
theory-of-mind perspectives, is only one element in the c.hildt conception of the person.

More generally, the narrow range of questions about the portrayal and use of characters that are
systematicallyposed by rnost current research leaves out or inadequatelyexplores a host of important
issues that ought to concern developmental research on narrative. Some other questions, familiar
from broader perspectives and problematics in narratology, would include the symbolic and emo-
tional significance of narrative characters, which klnds of characters children (and adults) choose to
represent in narratives, whether and to what extent they differentiate and individualize characters
and endow them with depth and personality, and-not least-how they handle the relationships
between different characters within narratives.

Indeed, given the fact that there is a tendency for much current research to approach character
as a by-product of studying plot structure, it is ironic that little systematic attention has been paid to
the ways that childrens developing conceptions ofthe person and their expression in character rep-
resentation might affect the development of plot structure, narrative genres, and modes of narrative
coherence. Researchers have properly devoted considerable attention to the developing strategies by
which eoents are related in narrative, but it is also important to understand the complex and shifting
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strategies employed to relate characters in narrative. Childrens mastery of episodic structure is cer-
tainly a key element in their efforts to achieve narrative coherence, but their construction and use of
characters is also an important dimension of these efforts. Both for understanding narrative develop-
ment itself and for understanding the role of narrative in the broader context of childrent experience
and development, narrative research needs to pay more sustained, systematic, comprehensive, and
sophisticated attention to character representation.

TAKING CHARACTER MORE SERIOUSLY: SOME
STEPS TOWARD AN ORIENTING FRAMEWORK

Advancing our understanding of character representation and its development requires overcoming
methodological as well as theoretical limitations. Most research on childrent narrative development
has used narratives elicited by adults in socially isolated experimental settings, employing tech-
niques that constrain children's narrative initiative and flexibility-especially in their selection, por-
triyal, differentiation, and coordination of characters. For example, 

"hildr"tr 
are usually pr"r"it"d

with pre-selected story formats, often including pre-selected characters, in wordless picture books,
picture sequences, story-topics, or story-stems. Although there are good justifications for many of
these methodological choices, it can be argued (e.g., Nicolopoulou, 1996; Richner & Nicolopoulou,
2001) that the kinds of material generated by these procedures do not fully capture young children's
actual and potential narrative abilities. In particular, less constraining and more engaging elicitation
techniques can help produce a richer and more illuminating picture of character representation and

its development in children's narratives.
However, the more difficult and essential challenges that need to be addressed are conceptual

and theoretical. What follows is a quick and partial o\erview of some key theoretical resources and
orienting perspectives on which further research in this area can build.

What the Narratologists Can and Can'tTeIl Us

Developmental research on character representation cannot simply take over ready-made models
from narratology, because the theoretical approaches to character offered by narratologists also
tend to be fragmentary and underdeveloped (for further discussion of this point, see Culler, 1975;
Rimmon-Kenan, 1983; Toolan, 2001), One reason is that structuralist theories, which have pre-
dominated within narratology, tend to view characters as abstract elements in the articulation of a
larger formal design. At best, these approaches tend to dissolve particular characters within classes

of characters or roles. For example, Propp's (1968) infuential structural analysis of the folktale sub-
ordinated characters to a set of general categories or roles-the donor, the villain, the hero, the
helper, the false friend, and so on-that fulfill specific functions within the overall structure of the
plot. Greimas (1977) identiffed a smaller set of basic categories or types of character, termed actants,
that he argued operate as interrelated pairs of roles, Nevertheless, it is worth noting that even these

severely structuralist approaches in narratology view the portrayal of character types and the rela-
tions between them as a key dimension of narrative structure, rather than viewing this structure
purely in terms of interconnected sequences of events.

Other narratologists have emphasized the need for richer, more differentiated, and more devel-

opmentally sensitive approaches to character representation. Rimmon-Kenan (1983) argued that we

should consider character and plot as interdependent and analyze the forms of this interdependence.
With respect to the representation of characters, Rimmon-Kenan proposed focusing on three crite-
ria: com.plexity,rangingfrom allegorical types or caricatures to the complex multi-layered characters
we encounter in major novelists; capacity for deoelop.ment, ranging from static characters to those

whose dynamic transformations are portrayed in the text; and degrees of penetration into the i.nner
life.In order to follow up these very useful heuristic guides offered by Rimmon-Kenan, one neces-
sary step would be to go beyond the separate axes proposed here and delineate the concrete ways in
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which these different features are integrated in concrete character portrayals. As Bruner (1986, pp.
38-39) usefully put it, a narrative character "is not a bundle of autonomous traits but" (to a greater

or lesser degree) "an organized conception'or "gestalt," organized in turn by one of"the different
ways that we construe 'personhood"'in narrative.

One such "morphology" of personhood, offered by the philosopher Am6lie Rorty (cited in Bruner,

1986, pp. 39-40) on the basis of a critical overview of western literature, distinguishes characters,

figrrres, p"rsons, selves, and individuals. The use of these different conceptions of personhood entails

diffet"t i implications for characters' "powers of action," "relations to one another," "properties and

proprieties," and other qualities. Furthermore, such conceptions of the person have an inescapable

iocioc,rlt,rrul dimension' "o,l, 
"otrc"ption 

of society's proper strictures and freedoms will vary with
our conceptions of ourselves as characters, persons, selves, individuals" (p, 4O). We therefore must

understand these representations of character as situated in and interacting with circumstances,

action, plot, and context.

Bruner: The "Dual Landscape" of Narratiue and the "Morphologg" of Persons

As part of his ambitious program for a cultural turn in developmental psychology, Bruner (1986) has

advanced a provocative and influential approach to narrative that synthesizes elements from a wide

range of souices in psychology, narratology, philosophy, and literary theory, including some of the ones

lusidiscussed. Nariaii re, he Las argued, is a resource we employ not only to portray but also to make

s"nr" of human experience, orr. o-r and that of others; to a great extent, we render it intelligible by

narrativizing it, by ordering and representing it in narrative form (Bruner, 1986, pp' 1f-43). In Brun-

er's model, the underlying itructure of a fully formed narrative involves integrating plot, setting, char-

acter, and consciousness within a "dual landscape" of action and consciousness (Bruner, 1986, p' t4)'

The landscape of action consists of "arguments of action: agent, intention or goal, situation, instrument,

sornething cotresponding to a 'story grammar."' And the landscape of consciousness conveys 'what

those involved in the actiin know, think, or feel, 8r do not know, think, or feel." Powerful and gripping
narratives must construct these two landscapes simultaneously and integrate them effectively.

This integration is accomplished in different ways within the framework of various culturally
available narrative genres that individuals need to master, employ, and elaborate. As Feldman,

Bruner, Kalmar, and Renderer (1993) have argued, narrative genres embody constitutive men-

tal models with distinctive conceptions of character, of the mental life of characters, of relations

between characters, and ofrelations between characters and events. In order to grasp andanalyze
these underlying conceptions, we need a theoretically informed "'morphology' of persons" (Bruner,

1986, p. 39)with which to interpret the developing representations of personhood in narrative. Feld-
man and Bruner (e.g., Feldman et al,, 1993) have applied this analytic perspective to the stories of
10-year-olds, adolescents, and adults, The challenge remains to apply it to character representation

and its development in the narratives of younger children.

SOME POSSIBLE DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH: THREE CONCRETE EXAMPLES

How can we most effectively follow up these suggestions? As a ffrst step toward a response, let me

offer three examples of my own tur""t"h (partly conducted in collaboration with Elizabeth Richner)

that highlight dilferent but interrelated aspects of children's construction and use of characters in

their narratives.
The three studies discussed below analyzed about 600 stories freely composed by 3- to 5-year-old

English-speaking children, predominantly from middle-class families, participatilE in a version of the

storytelling and story-acting practice pioneered by Paley (e,g., 1986, 1988, 1990) that was a daily activ-

ity in their preschooi classro-oms. (For various technical reasons, the precise number of stories analyzed
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in each study varied very slightly.) Thirty children were selected from those attending four half-day
mixed-age nursery classes in a preschool/elementary school in western Massachusetts observed over
a period of several years (two classes from 1992-1993 and two from f994-f995) to obtain a sample
equally divided between boys and girls and between 3-, 4-, and 5-year-olds. At a certain peliod during
the day, any child who wished could dictate a story to a teacher, who recorded it as the child told it. At
the end of the day, each of these stories was read aloud to the entire class during group time, while the
author and other children, whom the author chose, acted out the story. In this practice, therefore, the
children's storytelling was voluntary, self-initiated, and relatively spontaneous: the stories were neither
solicited directly by adults nor channeled by props, story-stems, or suggested topics. In particular', no
restrictions were placed on childrent selection, portrayal, and use of characters.

Furthermore, in contrast to the artiffcial situations that predominate in much research on young
children's narratives, the children's storytelling and story-acting were embedded in the shared public
setting of the classroom miniculture and the children's everyday group life, a context that also pro-
vided the children with extensive opportunities for narrative sharing, experimentation, and cross-
fertilization. There is strong evidence that these conditions lead children to produce narratives that
are richer, more ambitious, and more illuminating than when they compose them in isolation from
their everyday social contexts and in response to agendas shaped directly by adults (Nicolopoulou,

1996, 2002). The quality of this material was enhanced by the fact that children's participation in
this type of storytelling and story-acting practice significantly promoted the development of their
narrative skills (Nicolopoulou, 2092).

The Narratiue Representation of Characters as Mental Agents: From
Actors to Agents to Persons in Young Children's Narratiues

As Bruner and others have correctly emphasized, akey requirement for studying the narrative con-
struction of reality and identity is a sophisticated and theoretically informed "morphology of per-
sons" (Bruner, 1986, p. 39) with which to analyze developing conceptions of the person and the
ways that these are manifested in the construction and construal of narrative characters by children
and adults. We sought to use both methodological and conceptual innovations to deepen and refine
the prevailing understanding of one aspect of this problem, namely, the process by which children
come to represent characters as mental agents. In doing so, we also hoped to address some puzzling
discrepancies, mentioned earlier, between relevant findings reported by developmental research in
narrative and in social cognition.

Since no suitable theoretical model was readily available to capture the increasing depth and
complexity of childrent character representations, we constructed a developmental typology that
drew on a range ofsources in narrative and social cognition research, philosophy, and narratology.
Loosely adapting the classification offered by Rorty (1988), we proposed three basic levels of charac-
ter representation: from actors to agents to persons. These basic categories were further elaborated
to yield an S-level typology (for greater detail, see Nicolopoulou & Richner, 2007).

Actors are essentially non-mentalistic characters, described exclusively in terrns of externally
observable actions and characteristics. Agents are depicted as having rudirnentary psychological
capacities including abilities to perceive, feel, and communicate; to respond physically or emotionally
to events and/or other characters; or to manifest intentions-in-action (as opposed to prior intentions).
Persons are explicitly portrayed as having more complex representational beliefs, desires, intentions,
and emotions that motivate or direct action. In its highest levels, our category of "persons" corre-
sponds roughly to what most theory-of-mind researchers would regard as a full rnental agent.

Using this typology, we analyzed the portrayal of characters in 617 spontaneous stories com-
posed by 30 children (10 each at 3, 4, and 5 years) in the storytelling and story-acting practice just
described. Results indicated a clear developrnental progression along the lines hypothesized by our
typology. Children's representation of characters shifted from almost exclusively physical and exter-
nal portrayals of actors at 3 to increasing inclusion of agents with rudimentary mental states at 4
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and of persons with rnental representational capacities at 5 (for a fuller presentation of these results,

see Nicolopoulou & Richner, 2007). At the same time, certain features of character representation

were linkeh with the childrent use of different narrative genres, and girls and boys tended to favor

different genres, so that there were some gender-related differences in the overall developmental

trajectories followed by girls' and boys' stories, These findings provide a more precise and differenti-

ated developmental picture of the emergence of mentalistic character representations than previous

narrative research, and they also suggest some possibilities for closer and more systematic integra-

tion between narrative and social cognition research on these issues'

From Conceptions of the Mind to Conceptions of the Person: Toward
a More Comprehensiue and Socioculturally Informed Approach

By itself, however, studying the emergence of more mentalistic portrayals of characters captures

orrly orr" aspect of the development ofchildrens conceptions of the person as these are expressed,

constructed-, and elaborated ln their narratives. Not only are conceptions of the person not simply

reducible to conceptions (or folk theories) of the mind, but it is also important !o grasp the ways in

which images of tG person are inextricably and reciprocally linked to images of social relations and

the social world. Fuithermore, narrative research needs to examine whether and how modes of

character representation by different sets of children express distincti'oe conceptions of the person in

ways that arl sociocultrrr"ily patterned. (For a more extended treatment of these issues, see Richner

& Nicolopoulou,200L)
We pirrsrred these questions in a separate study (Richner & Nicolopoulou, 2001) that analyzed

the sam-e body of young children'r rpo,rtun"ous stories using conceptual tools designed to capture

the multiple, culturalllmediated, and socially situated character of young children's conceptions

of the p"iron and their developrnent. Our analysis indicated that the girls and boys in these pre-

school 
"l"rr", 

constructed andtlaborated two predominant gender-related narrative genres which

embodied and expressed contrasting images of social relations and of the social world and, corre-

spondingly, quite distinctive conceptions of the person. (To borrow loosely from Greimas's [1977]

terminology, within each of these genres narratives tended to be organized around different systems-

of actanti-i.e., of interrelated character types and their connections.) Within the framework of
thefamily/group genre,the girls portrayed and developed a conception of the Person as essentially

socially embedded and interdependent. Within the framework of the heroic-agonistic genre, the
boys portrayed and developed a conception ofthe person as essentially separate and confictual.

These results accordedwith the main thrust of findings from some previous studies (e.g., Nicolo-

poulou, 1997b; Nicolopoulou, Scales, & Weintraub, 1994), but this analysis allowed us to delineate

ihese gender-related character representations in greater depth and detail and also to map their
d,eoelopmental pathu;ays across the 3-5 age period. Each model of personhood remained funda-

mentaily consisient for each gender with increasing age, but within each of these frameworks the

model of personhood was also developed considerably in depth and complexity. In the gjrls' stories,

the sociafly embedded and interdependent person, while still acting in the context of a cohesive

group -"ik"d by networks of stable, harmonious, and predominantly 'giverr' relationships, became

an increasingly indioiduated and self-consciously responsible grotp member. In the boys' stories,

the separate-and agonistic person, originally portrayed as an extremely isolated arrd transitory locus

of disionnected actions, bicame un irr"r**itgly stable, autonomous, and self'conscious mental

agent, at times capable of alliances and leaderihip as well as conflict. In both models, this devel-

o[tn""t"l transfor^mation in the portrayal of the p"ttott was bound up with a transformation in the

symbolic landscape of social relationships portrayed in the stories.

Beyond their direct signiffcance, these results supported the larger argument that more interpre-

tive and socioculturally sinsitive analyses of young childrens narratives, of the type proposed and

employed in this study, can offer powerful tools for investigating childrens character representation

uod itr development in ways that do justice to their richness, complexity, and diversity.
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Reconsidering "Main Character": Hou) Do Children Actually Construct,
Use, and Coordinate Central and Secondarg Characters?

Developmental research on character representation also needs to examine systematically the
ways that children (and adults) use and coordinate characters as part of their larger strategies for
constructing narratives and achieving narrative coherence. One piece of this puzzle is children's
construction and use of main characters. A great deal of narrative research assumes, explicitly or in
effect, that *well-formed" and coherent children's narratives are organized around the goal-directed
activity of a single main character. However, surprisingly little research has directly addressed the
questions of whether and when children actually portray a single main character in their narratives
and, when they do, how they use main characters and relate them to other characters. (As noted ear-

lier, many studies effectively foreclose or obscure these questions by presenting children with story
formats that already specify the characters, and often a main character, in advance,)

The few studies in this area (Bamberg, 1986; Karmiloff-Smith, l9B5; McGann & Schwartz, 1988)

are inconclusive about the deffning features of main character and the age at which children begin to
mark a main character. But they share a focus on examining children s awareness or recognition of main
characters, using mainly linguistic criteria, rather than on systematically reconstructing children's own
conceptualizations of main character. Nor have they attempted a developmental analysis of the ways

that children used main characters in their narratives or related them to other characters.

In an analysis based on the same body of preschoolers' spontaneous stories described earlier,

two of my graduate students and I (Nicolopoulou & Ilgaz,2006; Nicolopoulou & Richner, 1999)

have constructed a theoretically and empirically informed developmental typology with which to
address these questions. Preliminary results indicate that when children are given the opportunity
to compose their own stories with no restrictions on topics or character selection, they do not neces-

sarily organize their stories around a single major protagonist. However, main characters did appear

with increasing frequency over the 3-5 age span. The 3-year-olds very rarely showed the ability or
inclination to distinguish main characters from other characters. By 4 and 5 years the inclusion of
main characters in narratives became increasingly frequent.

More important, however, our research so far has already made it clear that the problem needs

to be reframed, because it is not sufficient to focus simply on the presence or absence of main char-
acters in children's narratives. This captures only one aspect of a larger process. Instead, narrative
researchers should ask when and how children come to differentiate central characters (which may
be single or clustered) from secondary or peri,pheral characters and what narrative strategies they
use to connect and coordinate these different characters. Our findings indicate a gradual and com-
plex developmental process in these respects. It was not until age 5 that most children mastered the
ability to construct substantial proportions oftheir stories around interrelated sets ofstable, continu-
ous, and differentiated characters and the interactions between those characters. Furthermore, girls
and boys used different predominant strategies to construct and coordinate central and secondary

characters, linked to distinctive gender-related narrative genres that organized and oriented their
stories, so the developmental trajectories manifested in their narratives were significantly different.
This research is still in an exploratory stage, but the results suggest that further inquiry along these

lines would be fruitful and illuminating.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

As I have tried to convey in this chapter, character representation and its development remain a

surprisingly unexplored area in developmental research on narrative. And this neglect is unfortu-
nate, because the selection, portrayal, construal,,and coordination of characters add up to a cru-
cial dimension of narrative experience for both children and adults-one that is also inextricably
linked to other dimensions of narrati'ize that have received more attention, including plot structure
and the strategies by which narrative coherence is constructed and maintained. Developing more
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systematic, probing, and sophisticated theoretical and methodological tools for analyzingcharacter
representation can thus enrich our understanding of narrative development in a range of domains,
and I have tried to outline some resources and exploratory efforts on which this research enterprise
might usefully draw. In the spirit of the quotation at the head of this chapter, we should follow up
these leads and see where they take us.
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